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Dr. Buczynski: How do we help clients experience growth by using, not avoiding, the pain of their trauma? 

You see, many clients naturally seek distance from their traumatic experience, to keep it at arms-length. 

But, according to Dr. Steven Hayes, a willingness to be with the pain of trauma can be an essential part of 

growing from it. 

Dr. Hayes:  Well, there's kind of a formula that the ACT people use with trauma, which is: 

                 

But, the logical mind is going to tell you that the pain is what's traumatic. It's not true – and we can see this in 

the post-traumatic growth, even without therapeutic intervention.  

If you just talk to your friends, you'll see that often any kind of really shocking change — the death of a child, 

or betrayal of somebody close to you, or suddenly facing a serious physical illness, or something — a fairly 

large percentage of people actually show spiritual, social, psychological growth. They sort of do a gut check.  

And we've seen this in the ACT trial. There's a randomized trial showing that ACT produces post-traumatic 

growth.  

One of the big ones was done with people who were diagnosed with colorectal cancer and are on the other 

side of it; they're finished with the physical part, but they do have a prognosis that they have a likelihood of 

relapse. And they're going to have to face that, which is really not different than we all face.  

We all know we're going out horizontal, but when it's proximal like that, some people can really develop 

traumatic involvement. But other people move forward, and actually, with ACT, it's helpful. 

It's an empirical fact, because you change that last part of the formula — that is, IF you know what to do with 

that willingness:  Pain + Willingness to Walk into Pain = Growth 

It isn't just wallowing in pain. It's that now that you have shown up to your whole self and your whole 

reaction — emotionally, cognitively, in terms of memories, physiology — what do you want to do with that?  

How to Foster Post-Traumatic Growth: Module 1 
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Pain + Unwillingness to Have Pain = Trauma                 
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And what does it sort of say to you? Because a theme I'm sure we'll see in some of these comments is that 

we hurt where we care, and we care where we hurt. Inside that pain is a lesson. 

With acceptance, sometimes the message goes out, you just need to accept it – which isn't at all what we're 

saying. That kind of stuff is toxic, and it's sometimes used almost as an epithet when family members just get 

tired of hearing it or seeing it. They'll use words like that.  

But the original Latin root of acceptance included to receive as if to receive a gift. It's still in English. We say, 

"Here. Will you accept this?" when we give a gift to somebody. 

So, the question I would ask — and I would actually ask it directly   to clients — is, "If there were a gift given 

inside this pain, what do you think the gift might be?"  

And you have to be at the right place to say that so that it's not invalidating. But I'm thinking of, not really a 

friend, but an acquaintance of my wife and I, who accidentally ran over her child and killed the baby, just 

mindlessly putting the pumpkin seat behind the car. But, she has other children.  

My wife and I have talked about this and how could you ever go on from that. The thing that would carry you 

on is the love that you have for the people around you, which is the very well from which that pain is drawn.  

I don't think you can just say that to somebody, but if you are willing to go through the hard process – that's 

as hard on the therapist, I think, in some ways – of walking inside the pain of a traumatic event, there's an 

opportunity in there. There is a gift in there. 

At least it has this — something was somehow violated, removed, or threatened; something you care about 

deeply. What was that? Is there a way to put that into your life, even if the form of the realization is how 

painful it is to have it threatened or violated or withdrawn? 

Dr. Buczynski: Steven gave us a helpful way to look at openings for growth after trauma.  

Inside the pain itself can be an opportunity to uncover deeply meaningful parts of the client’s life. 

But it bears repeating that the client has to be ready for this.  

And as Steven said, we’re not talking about wallowing in the pain. 

But we are talking about turning toward the pain and receiving it.  
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Then, looking for the good that can only come through the traumatic experience. 

I wonder – what would your clients say if you asked them to search for the gift inside of their pain?  

Do you have any clients who might be ready for this kind of exercise? 

Steven now shares how he used this approach to help one client come back from a life-shattering event. 

Dr. Hayes: I had a client who had found his wife cheating on him. Literally; he opened the door and walked 

into the scene — and came to me in the process of the end-stages of going through a divorce proceeding and 

came with a presentation of depression.  

It was this kind of angry form. There wasn't much sadness there at all. There was a lot of activation, but it 

was all anger about how he had been wronged, how this wasn't fair, and somebody kind of needed to pay. 

That was the way he had thought about it. And specifically, she needed to pay.  

I'm thinking of a session where he came in and he said, "I've done it. I bought the gun, and I have the bullets. 

And if I don't kill her, I'm going to kill myself."  

I was kind of like, whoa. So, we walked inside it a little bit.  

But the part that I knew from the previous sessions was that it was very hard for him to connect with the 

pain of the betrayal itself. What you've got is the angry wrap-around.  

And I remember the line that I said to him that was the pivot point, and it was a little risky - but it was 

something like this: "You can kill yourself, and it probably will solve a problem. You're hurting, and you 

probably won't hurt when you're dead. But I also know part of what you want to do is for her to hurt the way 

you've hurt. And both of those things will come at a very high cost. You're talking about leaving the planet by 

your own hand. And I want you to know that if you do it, there will be at least one person left behind who 

will know what bullshit this is: you are actually willing to leave rather than to feel." 

And he kind of looked at me like I had done something . . . I felt a little vulnerable, like I hope my insurance 

payments are paid up, because I was almost double-daring him, in a way. And it had a slightly angry tone to it 

when I said it to him, because I was angry about it, in a way.  

Anyway, he broke down crying. First time I'd seen him do it. He just sobbed like a baby. It was a pivot point in 

the therapy because it shifted from this angry defense, to how hard it was to be betrayed in that way and to 
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walk into that scene. 

But then the next step was the post-traumatic growth part – how defended he had been, even in that 

relationship.  

Dr. Buczynski: As Steven would discover, this wasn’t the first time his client presented an angry defense.  

As they unpacked it, he could see how any growth in the relationship had been smothered.  

His client would naturally keep his wife at arm’s length, and then he would turn toward anger while his wife 

would back out of engagement.  

Dr. Hayes: So, we worked on vulnerability. We worked on opening up to intimacy defined as shared values 

and vulnerabilities. Depression no longer became the issue. The issue was how hard it is.  

He formed a new relationship. It just showed up at the point of which defensiveness went down.  

The divorce went through. He brought in the bullets. Eventually that became not an issue at all. It was really 

more a matter of how to build more skills.  

And I think if you said post-traumatic growth, I would say, I had a guy who was wrapped pretty tight and was 

pretty well defended. And he was going to have relationship problems as far as the eye can see. Plus, he had 

been betrayed in a really traumatic way. Nobody would want to walk in like that.  

The growth was, he became a kinder, more open, more self-reflective person who, frankly, was probably a 

much better as a partner as a result.  

Without that trauma, I don't think that would have happened; I think it would have just been too hard. That 

pain was an ally to him in making those changes. 

Dr. Buczynski: By opening up to the pain and to the intimacy he avoided, Steven’s client was able to become 

the kind of person who could have healthier relationships. 

This growth could only come by walking into the pain of betrayal. 

Or to put it back into Steven’s original terms: Pain + Willingness to Walk into Pain = Growth 

Now, let’s just focus on that “willingness” part for a moment.  
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For another take on how to work with clients in this area of “choice,”, let’s visit with Dr. Ron Siegel. 

Dr. Siegel: It is very freeing to think that we have a choice when bad things happen, about how we're going 

to do this. But as you mentioned, often it doesn't feel like we have a 

choice. It feels like either I don't want to or, more often, I can't, I cannot 

bear to fully feel this thing that's happening.  

And, as Steve pointed out with that horrible story of the woman who 

ran over her baby in the car, I thought, quite appropriately – that would 

not be a good time to start talking about, "Well, you have a choice 

about how to work with this." I mean, my god, obviously not.  

So there's another whole level of work to be done here, which is what makes something feel impossible to 

face, and what is that experience of something feeling impossible. 

And I want to just share a clinical example because it happened just the other day, of using a body-oriented 

mindfulness approach to try to work with precisely this challenge.  

The story is a young woman who has severe hyperhidrosis. It's a little bit of an usual disorder. It refers to any 

kind of sweating that happens, more than happens to most people.  

But in her case, it happens on her feet and on her hands to such a degree so that her hands are wet a lot of 

the time, not just a little bit moist from when you shake someone's hand and you're nervous, but actually 

producing a lot of liquid. 

She's been horribly ashamed of this and has managed, remarkably, to hide it all throughout her elementary 

school, high school, and college careers, through quite complex maneuvers, but she’s deeply ashamed. She's 

possessed. This has run her life and he made her miserable.  

So, for her, the traumatic event, if you will, is somebody seeing this. And there are, as you might imagine, a 

few times when people have seen it, and she was traumatized by this, especially if they ridiculed her.  

So, we started playing, just imaginatively, what would it be like for somebody . . . You're in a situation. Your 

hands are sopping wet. Somebody sees it. They make a comment. Who would it be difficult to have see it? 

Pick somebody particularly difficult, and then just stay with the moment-to-moment body experience of how 

horrible that would feel.  

“It is very freeing to think 

that we have a choice 

when bad things happen, 

but often it doesn’t feel 

like we have a choice.”  
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And interestingly, that's what made the shift to make it seem like, instead of something that I can't bear, to 

be something that, Oh, I guess I do sort of have a choice about this. Because she was able to stay with, 

narrate, and explore with interest, exactly what this horrible shame felt like. And it was very interesting to 

see how freeing it was.  

Suddenly, she was sort of flexible about, Oh, so maybe it would be 

possible to live in a world where people knew this about me. 

I'm hoping she starts the hyperhidrosis liberation movement because 

she's not alone with this, and the shame is tremendous about it. So 

that's part of where this choice comes in; interestingly, when 

something feels like we can't bear it, it can become bearable, perhaps, if we can just stay with it in a moment

-to-moment way as a somatic experience. And then, out of that, it starts shifting us from, I can't, to, I have a 

choice around this. 

Dr. Buczynski: When we help clients move toward this idea of choice - it’s at that point that they can begin 

the journey to growth. 

For another look at how to help bring clients into this area of willingness, let’s visit now with Dr. Kelly 

McGonigal.  

Kelly shares the multi-step process that helps bring clients into an acceptance of the pain.  

Dr. McGonigal: There are actually four stages — exploring, tolerating, 

allowing, and welcoming. And the key is to sort of figure out how to titrate 

each of those so that a person develops that kind of big, open-hearted 

acceptance and willingness.  

Exploring is actually just turning one's attention to whatever the pain is 

that someone is avoiding or resisting. And that could be asking people even to acknowledge it or describe it. 

What does it feel like? What is the experience? What thoughts are present? That literally is a turning of 

attention that we associate with mindfulness, with that attitude of curiosity.  

The level of tolerating is, okay, well, when this is present, can you breathe with it? Can you not completely 

shut down or be dissociated? Is there a way of having an awareness of what's happening and feeling like you 

are strong enough to handle this pain in the moment? And again, that's very consistent with mindfulness 

“When something feels 

like we can't bear it, it can 

become bearable if we 

can just stay with it in a 

moment-to-moment way 

as a somatic experience.” 

There are actually four 

stages — Exploring, 

Tolerating, Allowing, 

and Welcoming.” 
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practices around surfing the urge or mindfully attending to emotions or physical sensations.  

And then to get to the next level of allowing; it's the idea that when you are tolerating this distress, to trust 

that it will rise and fall on its own without having to control it or suppress it or resist it; and to start to pay 

attention to how emotions and pain can rise and fall, and the 

skill of attentional deployment, where while you're tolerating 

it, you might also redirect your attention to something else 

or to recruit social support or to go for a walk. I know we've 

talked about that as a kind of mindfulness skill. 

And then finally, this big acceptance of welcoming, which is to understand that this pain is part of a 

meaningful life and that either there might be meaning or message in it or that it doesn't have to be a barrier 

to a meaningful life or making meaningful choices.  

And so I thought I would just give a little more detail to what Steven was describing.  

Dr. Buczynski: So let’s review these four stages of acceptance, as Kelly laid out. 

One: Exploring – where we help bring the client’s attention to the pain. 

Two: Tolerating – can the client be with the pain without dysregulating or dissasociate? 

Three: Allowing – when the client can release the need to control, or suppress their feelings of distress.  

And four: Welcoming – where the client sees their pain within the bigger context of having a meaningful life.  

Now, this is a process. What Kelly’s giving us is the long-term overview of the journey toward accepting pain 

and finding meaning in it. 

Now, as we all know, different clients will engage with these four stages 

in different ways.  

And Dr. Rick Hanson suggests that we can support this difficult, painful 

process by providing our clients with one very important thing: 

resources.  

Dr. Hanson: When I think of people often saying, Open to your 

experience, it's like opening a trapdoor to hell. You're not resourced 

“Pain is part of a meaningful life 

and there might be meaning or 

message in it; pain doesn't have to 

be a barrier to a meaningful life.” 

“When I think of people 

often saying, Open to 

your experience, it's like 

opening a trapdoor to 

hell. You're not resourced 

enough to go there, so 

getting resourced enough 

is really important.” 
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enough to go there, so getting resourced enough, I think, is really important.  

So that's what, to me, Steven is talking about, how to be resourced enough to walk into pain and grow 

thereby. 

I think first it helps to know why you're doing it. And that's why some psychoeducation can be helpful in 

terms of explaining things to people. What's the rationale for doing this? Why is it necessary? That kind of 

understanding is important. 

A second major resource for dealing with pain is under the general heading we know as distress. Do you have 

the ego strength? The blocks talk about this, to be able to step back from the experience and not be 

completely flooded and hijacked and overwhelmed by it.  

Do you have the mindfulness training, let's say, that lets you step back from the experience and witness it and 

disidentify from it? Are you able to calm and soothe the body? Do you have internalized resources of the 

ability to bring compassion to yourself? Things like that. There's a 

whole collection of resources that are directly regulatory of 

emotional pain and physical pain. 

In addition to that, though, I think there's a third really important 

resource that often gets left out.  

In other words, what is the sun that is rising elsewhere? What is the refuge that a person can take in their 

spiritual life or their sense of nature although? Or what is also true about things they're happy about or can 

take physical pleasure in, like that chocolate chip cookie? What's also true?  

There's a lot of research that shows that emotionally positive 

experiences and increasing trait positive emotion of various kinds, 

including the trait positive emotion of love, is also really, really helpful 

for people in terms of being able to walk through the valley of the 

shadow but know that there's still always already light somewhere 

else. 

Dr. Buczynski: Developing strong resources can be one of the most 

important parts of helping our clients do the very difficult work of 

turning toward their pain after trauma.  

“There's a lot of research 

that shows that 

emotionally positive 

experiences and increasing 

trait positive emotion is 

also really, really helpful 

for people in terms of 

being able to walk through 

the valley of the shadow.” 

“There's a whole collection 

of resources that are directly 

regulatory of emotional pain 

and physical pain.” 
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Now just to review, Rick highlighted three resources to focus on: 

Psychoeducation, distress tolerance and regulation, and developing trait positive emotions and refuges. 

So we’ve now looked at how we might approach the pain of trauma to help our clients experience growth.  

But what happens when the traumatic pain is stuck in the body?  

In the next module, we’ll look at how to help clients transition to growth when they believe their body has 

betrayed them. I’ll see you then. 


